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Wednesday 23rd March 2022

Newsletter

Message from the Headmaster
The football team won their semi-finals and are now in the national finals (with Sen scoring
a hatrick), the girls netball won against Battle and the Bagpipe team came first in the
Hastings Music festival. I know that it is not all about winning – but wow that’s not a bad
collection of achievements this week, and what is really exciting is the variety of disciplines
that we are doing well in.
I was commenting to Mr Samson earlier in the week that I think as a Head one spends
more time moving chairs and setting out furniture than anything else - this week has been
no exception with the Great Hall being used for Parents meetings, the Annual Boarders
Oscars night and then mock exam retakes, again a real variety of events, reflecting the
breadth of things that we do and offer.
Buckswood, teachers and scholars are busy, people are doing things, they have PURPOSE
and DETERMINATION. This is a very healthy trait to have especially in these very strange
times.

Sports & Speech day
Sports & Speech day is Saturday 18th June 2022. More details to follow. Please RVSP with
the link below.

Sports & Speech day RVSP

Message from the Academic Principal
As we approach the end of term, the focus has very much been on assessments. All
students, in Forms 1-4 and Lower Sixth, have sat assessments, with results, ATL grades and
reports being published in the first week of the Easter holidays. There are 2 key barometers
of success here, firstly, have students performed better than their previous assessment?
and secondly, how are they performing towards their end of year target? we encourage you
to raise this with your child/children over the Easter break and explore how grades can be
further improved as we look towards end of year assessments in June. This week we have
also ran a series of 'mini mocks' for students we feel could do with more exam practice in
their GCSE and A level exams. These results will not be published, but will be fed back to
students to aid further improvements. We hope that the Easter break will prove beneficial
for our exam year groups, and they can focus in on some serious revision. We encourage
students to speak to their teachers if they need directing to more revision material.
Finally, thank you to all our Form 3 parents who attended our recent GCSE option evening.
Please see below for the slides.

GCSE option evening slides

Finn, from the the Debating Society, in action

Junior school news
This week we have been particularly focused on two of the headmasters' philosophy:
mental health and wellbeing and charitable and community spirit work. Here at
Buckswood we believe that keeping up with physical activities and learning how to live a
healthy lifestyle for our children is going to be vital in the coming months - for both their
mental health and general wellbeing - and so we have highlighted links
to several useful websites. Please take advantage of these during our Easter break; we look
forward to putting these into practice over the summer term.
https://www.nhs.uk/change4life
https://www.nhs.uk/change4life/activities/indoor-activities
https://www.nhs.uk/change4life/recipes
Just Dance https://www.youtube.com/user/justdanceGB
https://familydoctor.org/teenagers-how-to-stay-healthy/
https://www.actionforhealthykids.org/healthy-activities-to-do-at-home/
The last week has been full of exciting learning opportunities and adventures. From crafts
to bird watching, visits within the community and lots of fun and games, Buckswood held
the grand opening of the Astro, allowing local schools to have competitive fun on the pitch.
Everyone had a great time and we hope to put on more events like this in the future.
Juniors participated in a business enterprise workshop with still more students from the
local primary schools.
Teaching and learning has been inventive and enjoyable this week where we
celebrated ‘Red Nose Day’ in fine style. All the juniors wore something red for the day and
the tutor talks focused on issues faced by young people across the world, encouraging
understanding and empathy for others.
Mr Sutton would like to say a big well done to all of you for completing the quizzes, wearing
red in support, and donating towards those in need - thank you for your efforts.
Continued along the theme of charity and community:
Next week form 1 and 2 are off to Brighton to learn about environmental impacts, followed
up by Buckswood juniors giving back to the local community during the summer term by
participating in several beach clear-ups! Absolute stars...

Special mentions:
Sonny for his red hot chilli - best dressed red nose day participant
George for his participation in the Hastings Marathon event
and ... Mathis, our 'giving back to the community' winner

GCSE & Science week news
GCSE news - click here

Sixth Form news
Sixth form students were exposed to the benefits and drawbacks of
artificial intelligence this week when a guest speaker came to visit Buckswood. From SIRI
to self-driving cars, artificial intelligence (AI) is progressing rapidly. It provides humans
with great relief from doing various repetitive tasks. The technology can learn the work
once and repeat it as many times as desired by its human programmer. Stephen Hawking
cautioned us all by saying ‘It will either be the best thing that's ever happened to us, or it
will be the worst thing. If we're not careful, it may very well be the last thing.’ Exciting stuff
indeed!
One must ponder... Where are we going with all this...? Perhaps one for the debating team
next week.
Elsewhere, 6th form students have been busy researching and reflecting upon PSHE
lessons covered so far this year. From sixth form careers to finances, balancing mental
health and wellbeing, dangers of drugs and RSE, they came together in small groups to
discuss these topics and present their findings. I personally had the opportunity to listen to
Jana and Jasmin's group who researched and presented a magnificent PowerPoint and
discussion on the dangers of drugs and alcohol - well done to all. Great skills developed
in preparation for the next step, whether it be college, university, an apprenticeship or
perhaps a year out travelling: here at Buckswood we prepare for life. Our
PSHE curriculum has them well informed. I look forward to further 6th form
presentations surrounding these topics!

Rugby
Buckswood defeat BHASVIC and reach the Sussex Shield final
BHASVIC 35 Buckswood 65
The scoreline looks more like a basketball one, but this 10 a-side match, played in four
quarters, was a useful workout.
Buckswood have only beaten BHASVIC once before and it was always going to be a tough
game, with Buckswood leading by only two points at half time. However, the pace and
speed of Buckswood meant they really pulled away in the last two quarters and posted an
impressive score against determined opposition.
Charlie had one of his best games and carried strongly, Elliot F was full of running and
Czech boys, Kristian, Lukas and Martin made ground every time they got the ball. Gerardo
and Ryorato helped themselves to plenty of tries in weather conditions suited to them.
However it was the likes of Form 5 boys Anderson, Gabriel and Martin who deserve
massive praise, playing against players two years older the boys regularly give it their all
and have been the backbone of the team.
Captain, Harvey, without his co-captain Pierre, was outstanding again, leading from the
front; and former Buckswood rugby legend Harry deserves a special mention for helping
coach the boys.
This week, the boys head to Brighton RFC for the Sussex 7s - which will be a tough
examination of their pedigree.
Shield finalists for Buckswood 7s squad
Buckswood went to Brighton RFC full of confidence after some good 7s warm ups and
practices.
They came up against some stern opposition: not just the likes of Newman, Seaford College
and Collyers, but Hampshire school Peter Symonds, who defeated Buckswood 21-14 in the
pool stages, putting Buckswood into the Shield competition (with the runners up from the
other three pools).
Buckswood easily progressed to the final, before facing a strong and experienced Seaford
College team, that ran out deserved winners 24-17.
Plenty of positives for the boys, who were competitive throughout. However, after a run of
six wins without defeat this was a harsh reminder of the quality out there and perhaps the
need for Buckswood to improve their defensive qualities and composure in tougher games.
Buckswood end their great season with a match against a strong Marsh team - a team who
beat them comfortably away - but the boys hope to put on a show for the home crowd.
Lots of good performances: both Martins were excellent, Lukas ran strongly, as did
Gerardo, and Harvey was impressive, but Buckswood's player of the tournament was
Ryorato, for his excellent running and defence.
A special mention must go to Chan and Anderson, who turned out for Plumpton when they
had some injuries, Anderson scoring for them.
Thanks to Mr Harry for taking and coaching them.
Finally, a number of the academy boys went to see London Irish play Harlequins on Friday
night at the Brentford stadium. Despite, arriving back at midnight, the boys enjoyed the
game and sampled the atmosphere of top level rugby – one day we might see a Buckswood
student playing top class rugby.

New astroturf opening

Boarding activities

Easter school - BOSS

Buckswood is a family, and families are always there for each other. So to any students who
are unfortunately unable to travel home for the Easter holidays, we are here for you.
We will be running our annual Spring Course from the end of the Easter term to the
beginning of the summer term with special rates available for those who need to stay.
The course will be ran by Buckswood Overseas Summer School (BOSS) and promises to
provide a home away from home that includes:
20 hours of English per week (learn more about our academic programme here)
Internationally recognised ESOL exam
Two full day and two half day excursions per week (see our excursion programmes
here)
All museum and attraction entrance fees
Full afternoon and evening activity programme (see our activity programme here)
All course materials
Full board accommodation (learn more about our accommodation here)
Laundry service
BOSS wristband, BOSS drinks bottle, BOSS folder, BOSS diary and BOSS t-shirt
As mentioned, we will be offering a special rate to those who are unable to travel home so
for more information, please contact Neil at summerschool@buckswood.co.uk.

Old Buckswoodians
The flag is flying over Schapenduinen to welcome the Ukrainian refugees. Incredible
generosity shown by Old Buckswoodian families and Mr Jan de Jong.

Golf has been a resounding success this year, with the ever-present Buckswood golfers
making the most of the sunny weather we have had. The students have come on leaps and
bounds with their golf; improved various shots; and learned valuable information about
the etiquette of the game. Special mentions to Finn and Laurenz who have steadily
progressed and shown great enthusiasm for the game. The boys have mastered the short
Par 3 at Seddlescombe Golf course and continue to challenge one another; leading to some
great duels & a competitive spirit. The boys have worked diligently on specific shots & have
shown exceptional improvement on their driving, chipping & putting techniques.

Crossword

Golf academy
Mr Shryane's crossword

Useful links
Permission forms

Curriculum plan and options - click here

Previous newsletters

Residential staff information - click here

Safeguarding & The Wellbeing Hub
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